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60% - 88% of change efforts 

fail
- Gartner, Gallup, Bains & 

Harvard Business Review

Most common types:

• Method & process changes

• Org structure changes

• System changes

• Product and services changes
- Blanchard 2018 research study

Managing change is the top 

issue leaders will face in 2020
- Blanchard 2020 research study







UNPLUG

REFLECT

BE PRESENT

Get The Most Out of Today





Why Change Efforts Fail?
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Outcomes of Effective Change Leadership

Creating a culture of resilience and agility that results in…

Change Leadership 

Capabilities

Increased Buy-in 

and Resilience

Faster

Results

Reduced Risk 

and Increased 

Confidence



Leading People Through Change® 
Model



Differentiators
Our Leading People Through Change® solution is both proven and unique. 

1. Diagnostic and prescriptive, Stages of Concern research, meets people where they are at.

2. Most change is minimal-involvement, top-down. High-involvement change, rich in dialogue, is 

the best way to lower resistance, build advocacy, and achieve sustainable results.

3. Face validity; easy to learn and easy to remember. We make the complex simple.

4. Practical for those who aren’t change experts; we get real work done in the workshop.

5. Proactively addresses the predictable reasons most changes get derailed.

6. Change Scan and Change Pulse provide snapshot on where a specific change is set up for 

success as well as potential risks requiring attention.

7. Multi-role approach to developing change leadership capabilities—senior executives, people 

leaders, individual contributors, change coaches and change planners.
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Key Concepts

• People have predictable and sequential 

concerns with changes that leaders can 

anticipate, surface, and address.

• When high-involvement change leaders work 
collaboratively with others to Frame, Build, and 
Strengthen the change, resistance decreases 
and commitment increases.

• When there are more Advocates than 
Undecideds and Resisters, a tipping point is 
reached and the change is likely to be successful 
and sustainable.
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Concerns = Unanswered Questions 

Stages of 
Concern

If change leaders diagnose stages 
of concern, they can respond by 

communicating the right 
information or taking the right 

action at the right time to address 
and resolve people’s concerns.



People with Information Concerns Ask
• What is the change?

• What’s wrong with the way things are now?

• What do we hope to accomplish? 

• Why now?

• What opportunity will I have to raise questions 
and voice my concerns? 

• Do people I respect support this change?



People with Personal Concerns Ask
• How will this change impact me personally?

• Will I win or lose?

• Will I be able to learn how to do this?

• How will I find the time?

• How will my relationships be impacted?

• How can I influence this change?



People with Implementation Concerns Ask
• How we are going to do this? 

• How will people being asked to change be 
involved in planning? 

• How realistic is the change plan? 

• How could this change get derailed? Is 
there a Plan B?

• Who can help me?



People with Implementation Concerns Ask
• Have enough resources been allocated?
• How important is this change compared to other 

priorities?
• How will we measure success?
• Are we going to test this change before we roll it 

out? 
• How and when will we fix what’s not working?



What increases?

What Happens
… when you don’t address Information, Personal, and Implementation Concerns?



What decreases?

What Happens
… when you don’t address Information, Personal, and Implementation Concerns?



CONNECT WITH ME

On LinkedIn


